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This snapshot of our town is believed to have been taken in 1956. The date can be estimated from the work still be-

ing carried out on the RSL Clubrooms which were opened in November 1956. This building is now a 24-hour gym. 

 

Work on the new hall has not yet commenced, with the galvanised structure on the northern end of the original hall 

still in place. This room commonly known as the Supper Room, was removed soon after this panoramic view from 

Mt Moon was photographed. The Supper Room had been the monthly RSL meeting place prior to the completion of 

their own Clubrooms.  

 

The oval on view here was not as large as our current recreation area but four years later was to be considerably ex-

panded with the purchase of land from the neighbour Mr I K (Kelly) Arthur. For those with good eyes, cricketers 

can be also be seen on the oval with cars parked around the perimeter. 

 

The school was smaller in these times (126 students in 1956) with only a few buildings - just visible here and sur-

rounded by pine trees. The square dam (centre right) adjacent to the oval is on the Arthur land and provided water 

for animals when the Mt Compass Shows were operating. It was also used to water the oval in the weeks leading up 

to these Autumn shows. 

 

At the bottom left of this photograph is “Weeroona” - Verne & Neil Arthur’s childhood home. Verne has helped 

with background information regarding this photograph.  

 

On the Nangkita Road side of this house is the Garage then owned by Kelly Arthur (where the Tavern is now). Be-

hind this can be seen, the caravan that one of Kelly’s workers, Stan Haywood, lived in. Just visible further back (far 

left on the photo) is the small shed used at the time to store the EFS/CFS fire-fighting knapsacks.   
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                                                                            Editorial 

When did the history of Mt Compass as an inhabited district start? Although aboriginals were obviously the first 

people here, it is not clear if this area was used as a permanent living place. The general consensus is that this area 

was a meeting point for three groups, the Warki (of the Ngarrindjeri peoples) plus the Peramangk and Kaurna 

tribes. It is unfortunate that very few records of any meetings between these aboriginal groups and the first Euro-

peans (and Chinese) in this district have been uncovered to date, but this search is a work in progress.  

The town of Mt Compass itself is only a twentieth century development. Anyone living in this area during the 

nineteenth century would have listed their address as: Square Waterhole, or something similar to ‘near Willunga’. 

The Nangkita settlement developed in the 1890s, but prior to this there was no real village or township grouping to 

describe where people lived around here. Sometimes where your property lay with regard to a landmark such as 

Mt Observation (at the end of Nangkita Road) or Mt Magnificent, was used to identify landholdings.  

An 1865 newspaper advertisement for a 108 acre block of land on Nangkita Road, describes the site as “10 miles 

from Willunga and three from the Square Waterhole”.  On the few occasions that Mt Compass is mentioned in 

newspaper articles from the 1800s, it is as a geographical landmark rather than as a settlement area.  

During the 1800s, the people who first moved into this isolated region may have not necessarily been the owners 

of the land. Speculators & people who resided outside this area bought up some of the Leases on offer, leaving the 

work to others such as squatters or shepherds. Basic homes were constructed but have been long since forgotten. 

As the land was progressively surveyed and offered up for auction, this area gradually became inhabited, albeit 

slowly for many years. 

This edition of the Chronicle features information on one of the families who lived here during this time - the 

Gardner family. Over the next few editions, more of these forgotten people will be highlighted thanks in part to 

Lands Title information now available on the internet. Happy reading.... 

                                                                                Steve Kettle         
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   News reports from the    

past ... 

Two sections of an “Adelaide Observer” article    

printed on 12th November 1887 

This is a correspondent’s report of a trip from      

Willunga to Port Victor. It is interesting to note the  

remark that there was ‘a’ settler (Hailstones) in 

the neighbourhood at this time, but he was not 

visible. Mt Compass is mentioned - in relation to 

where it sits compared to the Square Waterhole. 
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At a time when there was no actual settlement of Mt Compass – and no thoughts of one, the Gardner family were to 

influence the future development of this area in unexpected ways. 

 

Picture a time when the only structures around this sandy, swampy land were a couple of slab buildings at what was 

known as the Square Waterhole (other dwellings in the area primarily being the odd squatter’s hut situated on the 

outskirts of the district). This spot started life as a watering hole & rest area on the long, difficult trip between Wil-

lunga and the South Coast towns before becoming a rather isolated licenced tavern. By 1869 it had declined into 

what one newspaper article reported at the time, as just a “lonely eating-house”. This venture was not financially 

successful and no obvious remains survive other than a few signs of the original bullock trail. 

 

The only other development that could be labelled as ‘Mt Compass’ would have to be the building of a cottage for 

the Roadman (also known as the ‘Stationman’) who was tasked with maintaining 11 miles of this section of the Vic-

tor Harbor Road. The first home was a wooden cottage built in 1867 by the Roadman Mr T J O’Callaghan 

(sometimes recorded as just Mr Callaghan) who was given a month’s leave to construct it. Unfortunately it was burnt 

to the ground by a house fire in 1871. It was rebuilt however, and remained the sole house here for a few more lonely 

years. Eventually the 2nd Roadman who took over in 1874, George Waye, built his own home adjacent to this land - 

a house which still stands today. From an interview published in the Victor Harbor Times in 1925, George Waye 

described this rather isolated area with the words: ”the road was simply a bush track” and spoke of how he “used to 

patrol the roads for days on end and never see a single soul”.  

 

Why was this area so desolate? At a public meeting held in Willunga’s Oddfellows Hall in August of 1872, many of 

their community leaders and influential residents called upon the government to improve the ‘neglected’ road be-

tween Willunga and the South Coast, one that some viewed as being of “impassable condition”. It was stated that 

this road “30 years ago was the mail route and the only road to the Southern Districts”. Now the route from Ade-

laide to the South Coast was via Strathalbyn, with Willunga viewed as being the end of the line. It is no wonder the 

Roadman at Mt Compass was seeing such very little traffic during this time. 

The district here was one of the later areas to be surveyed, a prerequisite step to any land being sold freehold rather 

than just leased for the purpose of pasture. The Square Waterhole area and land along the Finniss River near Mt 

Magnificent were among the earliest Sections surveyed, but apart from this, most of our district was just leased for 

the purpose of pasture.                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                Continued next page....  

                                                     

 
        Who Were The Gardners? 

This survey map dated 

1854 was obtained from 

the State Library. 

 

At this time in our history 

the only Sections sur-

veyed near Mt Compass 

were the areas immedi-

ately around Square Wa-

terhole, plus some areas 

of Mt Observation and 

Mosquito Hill. The 

Southern Coastal areas 

and Strathalbyn were 

much further developed 

even in these early years. 

 

Note that the Hundred of 

Nkangkita was spelt with 

a ’k’ at this time and the 

road to Port Victor can be 

seen as it passes by the 

Square Waterhole.   
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From very early on, speculators were quick to jump in and purchase good land as it became available, with proper-

ties often changing hands over relatively short periods of time. Those who did buy with the intention of actually 

farming the land often had trouble holding onto their properties due to difficulties beyond their control, such as 

droughts or depression. 

 

Into this pioneering period of the State’s history came the Gardner 

family. They had migrated from England for what appears to be 

health reasons and arrived in South Australia aboard the “Violet” 

on 13th April 1856. Henry & Anne Gardner were accompanied on 

the voyage by eight of their children with a ninth, who was born on 

the voyage, dying a few days after arrival. Two other children are 

assumed to have arrived in South Australia at a later date. 

Henry was apparently a well educated man who previously had 

been an innkeeper and postmaster in England. The family settled 

near Strathalbyn and Henry is recorded as being a teacher at Wel-

lington school in 1857 and 1858. His unsuccessful attempt how-

ever, to set up a dairy on a farm “near Strathalbyn” in 1858, led to 

him being declared insolvent. Henry had taken up a farm with the 

intention of starting a dairy but after waiting 10 months, the prom-

ised dairy cattle had not arrived, which meant he was unable to re-

pay his debts. 

The fact that Henry was declared insolvent did not prevent him 

from again, within a few years, acquiring leases and other freehold 

farming land. 

 

In an article written in 1946 by Henry’s son, George Byron Gard-

ner, he recalled that it was during the mid 1860s that his family 

moved into this sparsely populated district. George states that his 

parents & family “took up Hewitt’s place”. This would appear to 

have been Section 1770 along what is now Stones Ford Road at 

Nangkita. This land was first owned by Ebenezer Eldad Hewett in 

1859 before passing through the hands of his son, Ethelbert -then on 

to James Hardman before being purchased by James Allingame in 

1865. Henry Gardner’s family is believed to have moved onto this 

site in 1867. 

From newspaper articles of the time, we know that in the following                                                        

Continued... 
year (1868) when the father Henry Gardner 

was declared insolvent (for the 2nd time -see 

attached newspaper cutting) his address was 

listed as “Sheaoak Hill, near Willunga”. In 

more recent times, the name Sheaoak (or 

Sheoak) Hill(s) has come to mean the Section 

on Nangkita Road at the area commonly 

known as ‘Connor’s Corner’, but in times past 

may have described that whole area back from 

this particular hill face.  

 

When advertisements printed for the sale of 

Sections 1769 and 1770 of Nangkita were 

published in 1859, both these Sections were 

recorded as being “Sheaoak Hills”.            

It’s worth noting that in 1934, Section 1770 

was subdivided into four blocks by the Stone                                                                 
Continued next page... 

Above: Henry Gardner   

 

Below Left: Part of an article from the Ex-

press and Telegraph newspaper of 29th June 

1868 detailing Henry’s insolvency (his sec-

ond). As the Mt Compass township did not 

exist at this time - he was listed as “near Wil-

lunga.” 
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family, with a portion of it later being added 

to the adjacent Connor’s farm on Nangkita 

Road. Many people will readily identify 

Section 1769 mentioned here, as the prop-

erty on Nangkita Road that has the large 

number “59” painted on its old dairy wall, 

just across from the Blueberry Farm. 

 

In newspaper articles published at the time 

of Henry’s 1868 insolvency, it was reported 

that “the greater part of insolvent’s stock 

and effects appears to have found its way 

into the hands of his two sons.” Among the 

many items listed were two bullocks sold to 

each of William and Henry (Junior) as well 

as Henry (Jnr) purchasing the lease to two 

sections for the price of £5. From this it 

would seem that the Gardner family was 

farming more than just the one section they 

were then presumably living on. 

 

The original newspaper advertisement 

placed by James Allingame in 1867, had 

stated that the land the Gardner family was 

soon to purchase, has “a new house ... and 

a good garden”. There is today a stone ruin 

on this land that may very well be this 

house.  A spring fed dam is nearby and the 

old bullock trail can still clearly be seen 

passing by this ruin. The original Section 

number of this block was changed a few 

years ago in a complex subdivision of the 

area. 

At this stage, it is also not certain which 

house is the one being described when 

George B Gardner stated in 1946 that 

“Later we purchased several sections and 

built on the banks of the Finniss”. However, it is very likely to be the one now in ruins on Section 1966 in the Hun-

dred of Kondoparinga. Locals with a long memory may know this as John Stone’s ruin along Stones Ford Road. 

This stone building would be one of the earliest homes in the Mt Compass district. At the time it was built however, 

the people who lived in this particular area would likely have aligned themselves more with Strathalbyn, as the 

Nangkita Road was, in parts almost impassable and there was yet to be any form of settlement in Mt Compass. 

Strathalbyn had become a thriving centre and, as mentioned earlier, was by then on the main transport route to the 

South Coast from Adelaide.  

 

Sheep farming seems to have been a major source of income for the Gardner family as on this property there is an 

excellent example of an early sheep dip. On a recent visit by Flinders University Archaeologists to this site, they 

suggested this could even have been a ‘scouring trough’. These date from the days when there was a practice of 

cleaning the wool while it was still on the sheep, prior to shearing. This would supposedly bring a better price for 

any wool destined to be exported to England. This method of cleaning wool had apparently died out by the 1890s as 

it just did not work. We know this trough was used as a sheep dip throughout the 1900s however, by a number of 

local farmers. Ronda Arthur spoke recently of how as a young girl, she helped her father drive about 200 sheep 

across from their property at Mt Effie in order for them to be drenched in this dip. 

 

In 1948, George Byron Gardner recalled to a journalist how his father, in the mid 1860s, “sent him to Adelaide with 

a bullock dray loaded with wool....he had to take his load to the various dealers, and ended up by selling it for four 

pence per pound.”  This tale was recounted by George at the age of 97.                                 Continued next page...                                                                                 

A photograph of four Gardner Brothers. One the reverse, their names 

are recorded as William, Frederick, George and Wellington. If anyone 

can confirm which is which, please let us know.  
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Henry Gardner himself passed away in 1878 at a property listed as “Thornhill”, which in various reports has been 

described as “near Ashbourne” or as “Finniss” and even as “near Willunga”. It is possible that this may have been 

the name of the  house they built on the “banks of the Finniss” although other reports suggest this particular property 

could have been called “Runnymede”. Henry is buried in the Strathalbyn Cemetery, as was his wife Anne alongside 

him when, twenty years later, she died at the age of 80. 

 

In 1883, five of Henry and Anne’s male children purchased Sections 1963 & 

1968 in the Hundred of Kondoparinga, which together totalled 455 acres. This 

land is also along Stones Ford Road and includes part of the Finniss Conserva-

tion Park, reaching down to the ford that this road is named after. The names 

of the five sons were: Henry Gardner (jnr) born 1839, Frederick Theyer Gard-

ner born c1844, William Shakespeare Gardner born c1849, George Byron 

Gardner born 1851, Walter Scott Gardner born 1853 and Wellington Wright 

Gardner born 1857 (at Wellington). This new land title was then transferred 

across to Anne’s name with the provision that they would all receive the land 

equally upon Anne’s death. It is not known if this was a benevolent action to 

look after their widowed mother, or a way of securing the land in the event of a 

possible future insolvency in the family. 

 

The five sons had interests in various individual properties around the Fleurieu 

by the 1880s but it was in 1881 that three of the Gardners increased their land-

holding considerably. At just one government auction in August of that year, 

three of them, operating under the partnership entity of “Gardner Brothers”, 

purchased over 5,000 acres of leases. The three “Gardner Bros“ were Walter 

Scott Gardner, George Byron Gardner and Wellington Wright Gardner who in 

1884 were recorded in newspapers as being “of Thornhill, near Willunga, 

stockholders” and had accumulated a total landholding of over 19,000 acres.  

This was the same year they were to also purchase the Part Section 1769 on Nangkita Road when it was placed on 

the market as a mortgagee sale, as so many others seem to have been in those days. 

 

Of special interest to Mt Compass is that included in the large parcel of land they leased in 1881, was Section 215 

which included what would later become the Mt Compass retail area. The combined area of land they bought as 

Miscellaneous Leases spread towards Mount Moon and all the way along the northern side of Nangkita Road up to 

Mt Effie and across into the Hundred of Myponga. During the short period of time between 1881 and 1885, the 

Gardner Brothers managed to accumulate 19,000 acres of freehold and leased property. This was the total land own-

ership reported in 1885 newspaper ads placed when the “Gardner Brothers” partnership became insolvent and the 

properties were put up for sale.  

The Gardner Brothers were in financial trouble by 1884 when their main creditors (H Y Sparks & William Dean) 

claimed these land holdings. The whole 19,000 acres was placed on the market in 1885 and that substantially ended 

the involvement of this family in our area. 

 

During their time, the three brothers had fenced off their large property into 5 paddocks using 6 wired fencing, some 

of which it is reported, could still be seen in the mid 1900s. They did sell large numbers of sheep, horses and cattle 

during these years and also won acknowledgements such as the “Best Walking Horse” prize at Willunga’s popular 

40th Annual Show in 1884.                                                                                                 

                                                                 Continued next page... 

 
Above: Henry Gardner’s Headstone at Strathalbyn Ceme-

tery. Anne’s site is unmarked. 

Left: An ad from the Evening Journal 13th December 

1884. The Black Swan mentioned here was probably 

meant to read ‘Black Swamp’, which is how a lot of the 

local swamp land was described. 

Below: a stock report from April of 1883 detailing the 

Gardner Brothers selling a large number of sheep. 
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The fact that the Gardner Brothers as a partnership was insolvent did not seem to stop Wellington Wright Gardner 

from purchasing Part Section 1769 in his own name from the ensuing mortgagee sale in 1885. A year later he was to 

sell this land on to the widow Catherine Stone. Numerous other landholdings around the Fleurieu passed through the 

Gardner family’s hands including land at the end of Nangkita Road near Mt Observation and land in the neighbour-

ing Hundreds of Kuitpo and Goolwa. 

Two of the interesting consequences flowing from the Gardner family’s landholdings in our area were: 

 a) the introduction of market gardening on the swamps and 

 b) our current retail area being sited alongside their original woolshed. 

 

George B Gardner states in his historic 1946 article that it was his family who gave permission for the then Road-

man George Waye, to start a home vegetable garden on their swamp. It is reported that after viewing the success of 

this venture, the Wright brothers of Meadows decided to lease 20 acres of land here and commence their own market 

garden. With their venture demonstrating the value of these unused swamplands, the decision was made to survey 

this rich peaty swamp into smaller blocks and from this decision, the township of Mount Compass started to de-

velop. 

With the Gardner family utilising their pastoral lands as a summer run for sheep, a woolshed was required. This was 

built just behind where the current row of shops in the Main Street now sits. It is reported that 17,000 sheep were 

shorn here in one season, using a crew that included 2 white men and 10 aboriginal shearers. Luckily for our histori-

cal records, in the 1893 survey of this area, the surveyor drew up a plan of this particular woolshed which included 

the sheep yards and shed dimensions. In an article also written for the 1946 history book, Linton Jacobs mentions 

that when the original Nangkita Road was built, it originally started alongside where this Gardner woolshed stood. It 

then followed the cattle tracks down the valley hence the reason why there are so many bends in this road. The start-

ing point for Nangkita Road was later moved to its present position alongside where the Tavern has now been built.  

The Gardner’s woolshed was later converted into a Post Office and house, becoming the focal point for a growing 

retail centre. Over time this area became the collection of shops we now see along the Victor Harbor Road. The old 

Post Office is now a very respectable stone home under restoration by its current owner. 

 

The Gardner family sold up all their land in this district apparently because the government resumed their leases to 

be sub-divided into smaller freehold blocks. The 1885 ads advising the partnership was insolvent may also have 

been a good reason to move on. The brothers were to spread themselves around the country, some to become quite 

significant citizens in other areas, while those that knew of their time here have now long since passed on. 

Information and photos kindly supplied by John Perrin of Redhill (who has thoroughly researched his Gardner family history), 

Brian Stone, Flinders University Archaeology Society -who recently visited Mt Compass, the Mt Compass history books 

‘Chasing Rainbows in the Rain’ published in 1988 and the 1946 ‘History and Development of Mt Compass’ as well as numer-

ous newspaper articles obtained from the trove.nla.gov.au website. The Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastruc-

ture’s sailis.sa.gov.au website was used for lands title information - a site well worth visiting. Also, the site familyhistorysa.org 

has an informative article on South Australia’s government land sales in the 1800s.   

William,  

Frederick, 

George &  

Wellington 

Gardner in 

later life 
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.  

In a much appreciated display of generosity, Linton Jacobs has donated to the Mt 
Compass Archives his complete 2nd run of  “Where the Compass Leads You,  
Book 2”. This means that the total sales from his book will go directly to  
supporting the important work of our Archives. This book is a collection of his  
work from the years 2006 to 2018 and is a valuable addition to the recorded  
history of  Mt Compass.  
 
It is quite amazing to realise that back in 1946 Linton wrote two of the articles in  
our very first history book (History and Development of Mt Compass -The First  
One Hundred Years). 
 
Anyone wishing to purchase a copy of Book 2 can contact the Archives or call in  
at Melta’s IGA, who are kindly selling this book on our behalf without any  
commission. Thank you Melita for your generosity. 

                                                                                       

 

                                Notes on a Few Members of the Gardner Family 

 
Henry Gardner: Born 1807 in England. In the 1851 English census, Henry is listed as an Innkeeper & Postmaster 

with 9 children and 3 servants. He arrived in SA onboard the ‘Violet’ in April 1856 with his wife Anne and 9 of 

their by then, 11 children. He taught at Wellington School in 1857 & 1858 but was declared insolvent in both 1859 

and again in1868. He was an educated man and became the first Master of the Lodge of St John No15 at Strathalbyn 

in 1866. In 1874 he was appointed a Magistrate and died in 1878 aged 71 at ‘Thornhill’ Ashbourne. 

 

Anne Elizabeth Gardner (nee Theyer): Born 1818 in England, died at Goolwa in 1898. Married Henry Gardner in 

1835, 20 years before they were to migrate to South Australia. Reported to have given birth to possibly 19 children. 

Is also buried in Strathalbyn Cemetery.  

 

Frederick Theyer Gardner: Born c1844 in England, died 1929 in Murray Bridge. Was a mounted trooper in the 

police force. 

 

William Shakespeare Gardner: Born c1849 in Wales, died 1942 at St Peters Adelaide. Recorded as living at 

“Woodlands” Finniss in 1887. In 1897 he sold multiple sections of land totalling 1,380 acres in the Hundreds of 

Nangkita and Kondoparinga. In the SA Directories of 1883 to 1890 he was listed as a ‘stockholder’ and lived at 

‘Queens Own Town’ (later named Finniss).  

  

George Byron Gardner: Born 1851 in England, died 1949 at Tumby Bay. Formed a partnership ‘Gardner Brothers’ 

with two of his brothers, Wellington & Walter in the early 1880s. Was elected a Councillor on Goolwa Council in 

1889. Elected to Pt Elliot Council in 1891. In 1894 he was elected to the Goolwa Institute Committee whilst in 1896 

he became a warden at the Holy Evangelists Church at Goolwa. In 1903 he then moved to the new Hundred of Kop-

pio in Eyre Peninsula, where he became a Trustee for their new hall. George was the first President of their Agricul-

tral Bureau, becoming a Life Member as well as serving as a Councillor on the District Council of Tumby Bay. He 

was also a member of the hospital board and president of the Koppio branch of the Liberal Union. Later he was 

made a life member of the Justices Association and was still a JP when he passed away at the age of 98. Known as 

an expert horseman, George had provided his land as the site for Goolwa’s 1898 Annual Horse Race.  

 

One of the articles in our 1946 Mt Compass history book “The First Hundred Years” was written by George B. 

Gardner.  

 

Walter Scott Gardner: Born c1853 in England, died 1927 in Perth WA aged 73. Walter was one of the ‘Gardner 

Brothers’ partnership and later moved to the gold mines at Kalgoorlie. During the 1890s he ran foul of the Goolwa 

Council on occasions for running unregistered stock on common land. He made unsuccessful bids to become a 

Goolwa Councillor in 1895 & 1896. 

 

Wellington Wright Gardner: Born in 1857 at Wellington SA, died in 1943 at North Adelaide. He never married & 

had no known children. Between 1897 & 1912 he sometimes worked a gold mining lease on Section 296 Hundred 

of Kuitpo. This was one mile west of the local “Mt Monster” gold mine. The mine never passed the prospecting 

stage and only ever showed a trace of gold. In 1898 he was described as a ‘dealer and grazier’ from Plympton, at his 

insolvency court case. 

     Thank You Linton Jacobs 
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                                       The Musical Side of Mount Compass            by Josh Townley 
 
More than one hundred years ago, before the first bricks of the Mt Compass Hall were laid, before the 
time of television and radio, dances were held in the Roadman’s cottage with 50 to 60 guests attending. 
Spencer J Herring, one of the early residents of the town, recalls the musical evenings with his brother 
(Stan) playing the tin whistle and Mr Fred McKinlay, a noted amateur musician, on the cornet. Mr 
McKinlay, being one of the more senior residents, was fondly called the “Mayor of Nippertown.” 

 
Several years later, after the opening of the town hall, Mr McKinlay 
is again credited for his musical contribution to the mock wedding 
of Mr Albert Waye, where he provided the evening’s entertainment 
along with F. Hailstone and J. Clift. 
 
More often than not, songs and other musical performances were 
on the program of the Mount Compass Literary Society gatherings. 
 
The accordion was a very popular instrument during the first part 
of the 20th century, and Mount Compass can boast several accom-
plished accordionists. Arch Peters, by all accounts a man of many 
talents, provided music on his accordion at social evenings, while 
Art Nitschke is remembered by Ronda Arthur crouched over his 
accordion, squeezing out one song after another at local dances. 
 
The arrival of Mr Ernest Pittman, minister at the Church of Christ 
from 1924 until 1936, marked a turning point for music in the town. 
He was a talented composer and musician who fostered an inter-
est in music among the school children by helping purchase instru-
ments for the school and starting a school fife band. One of his stu-
dents was Ronda Arthur (nee Peters), a gifted pianist who would 
go on to lend her musical talents to many community events and 
gatherings over the years. 
 
Local historian & drummer Martin Dunstan, a member of a four-
man dance band formed in Willunga, often played at dances in 

Mount Compass, accompanying Ronda Arthur and Dorothy McKinlay, who played the piano. Being the 
only drummer available, he would have to play straight through until midnight or later. He recalled one 
particularly memorable night, when the dance was drawing to a close, a local girl rode her horse in 
through the front door and around the dance floor, a stunt that was taken in good spirit. 
 
From its humble beginnings, Mount Compass has been a town that understood the value of community 
gatherings, and local musicians have been instrumental in bringing the many social and fund-raising 
events to life. 

 

Information sourced from Literary Society Minutes, The 1946 book ‘History & Development of Mt Compass’, L Jacobs’ book ‘Where the 

Compass Leads You.. Book 2, Martin Dunstan correspondence and Ronda Arthur 

Above: A local man displaying his 

ability with an accordion (aka 

squeezebox). This was a very popu-

lar instrument at Mt Compass 

dances in the early 1900s.  

The musician in this photograph is 

thought to be from the Nangkita 

area.   If you think you can help to 

name this cheerful musician please 

let us know! 

 

Right: A 1931 photograph of the 

school fife band which was formed 

by the local Minister, Mr Ernest 

Pittman. 

Ronda Arthur supplied this photo 

and is the young girl standing in the 

centre of the front row. 
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Part 2  (condensed for publishing here) 

  (written in 1989 & continued from the March 2019 edition) 

In 1951 things really started to move. The CWA took over the care of the plantation in front of the School; 

there were working bees, watering bees, cleaning up bees and re-planting bees for some years. Oversight of the 

plantation was discontinued in 1960 when the Lutheran Church and School took it over. In 1954, CWA mem-

bers planted 23,616 trees locally and in 1966, of the Cundell Group it was Mt. Compass who planted the most 

trees. 

A Jubilee Country Fair in November 1951 netted One Hundred and Six Pounds, Sixteen shillings and One 

Penny. It was an unforgettable occasion with Flower and Plant, Sweets, Cake, Produce, Children's and Fancy 

Stalls being loaded with the industrious and talented results of many able and artistic hands. Strawberries and 

whipped cream were served as a special treat. So successful was it, and with the inspiring expertise of Mrs Roy 

Martin's Floral Demonstration, the CWA in December 1952 decided to hold an Indoor Show on 2nd Saturday 

of March 1953. And so the CWA succeeded in reviving the defunct Annual Show which had been held on the 

2nd Saturday of March when their Indoor Show stirred so much response and patronage. 

Mrs Laurel Dix and Mrs Wundersitz were appointed to organise the lunch in the "Booth" described to you ear-

lier, and they made an excellent job of the provision and serving of cold meat & salad and fruit salad with an 

afternoon tea of sandwiches, scones and cakes served using sparkling white sheets as tablecloths. The profit 

was thirty-seven pounds.  

So competent had the CWA proved itself to be that when the District Show was revived in 1955, they were 

asked to cater for the luncheon and afternoon tea. Mrs Bishop (Dorothy McKinlay's mother) and Mrs Peters 

(Ronda Arthur's mother) were appointed to convene the Show catering. Most food was donated by members. 

Many were the times when the helpers worked right through the day preparing lunch meals first - meat and sal-

ads on plates, individual choice for sweets menu - orders taken by  waitresses at the table, waited on tables, 

washed up, cleared up then prepared and served, afternoon tea. No queuing for food and drinks back in those 

days! Cost of lunch 5 shillings adult, 2 shillings and sixpence for a child and 3 pence for a glass of milk. Re-

member, all that was prepared and served in the "Booth" and all cooking for show meals and exhibits was done 

on ordinary wood-fired stoves where you built the fire and guessed the temperature of the oven! 

At the following meeting a recommendation was put that crockery and cutlery be bought for future Show cater-

ing. Mrs A Peters kept the silver cutlery at her home, polished it before use and every piece was accounted for 

after use. 

In October 1957, the Branch accepted the provi-

sion of a Playground for children as its future ob-

jective. Equipment eventually cost Twenty-five 

pounds sixteen shillings and ten pence. At the 

Community Centre's request, the playground was 

removed elsewhere in 1977. The Gent's toilets are 

now built alongside the original location of the 

play ground.  

  History of Mt Compass Country Women’s Association 1949 - 1973 

 

The picture on the right shows the original hall play-

ground and was taken prior to the men’s toilet block 

being added on to the end of the building. That addi-

tion has now become the Op-shop.  
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Continued from previous page 

Firefighter's food was another concern of the local branch and in February 1957 for Willunga they provided, 

according to the minutes, a truckload of food enough for 100, collected at 2 hours' notice. 

The coming of electricity to Mt. Compass saw the primus stoves replaced with an electric jug and even a pie 

warmer in 1958! 

The CWA ran a fund-raiser ball in 1959 in the New Big Hall. It was a Cinderella Ball - a wonderful imagina-

tive evening - a "fit the slipper" competition, prizes for Prince Charming, the Fairy Godmother, Two Sisters – 

and the profit was forty pounds. 

A piano was acquired by the CWA just four months after the first suggestion from the Community Centre, at a 

cost of £145 and was unveiled by Mrs Tonkin on 11th July 1961. To help to raise the finance for it, a Minia-

ture Princess Competition was run. Finally, all three little princesses’, Jill Barker, Jenny Arthur and Bronwyn 

Langford were crowned. 

An all-weather Bus Shelter was proposed in February, 1963 

for erection near the Post Office. In September, 1963 a 

committee of 5 (not named) was appointed to design the 

Bus Shelter which Mr Max Williams built with Carey Gully 

stone ends and cream brick dividing wall. Parcels and medi-

cine were left by the bus driver in a specially constructed 

box in the bus shelter. It was opened by Mrs Cundell on 

13th October, 1964 in the presence of many distinguished 

guests. A plaque inscribed "Presented by C.W.A. Mt. Com-

pass 1964" was attached to the shelter seat. Due to the de-

velopment of a shop behind it and the shelter being misused 

and abused and because the bus stopped nearer the Garage, 

it was demolished about 1980. Some of the stones were used to pave the bank between Ray Bishop's fence and 

the side of the Public Toilets when they were built. The remaining stones are in a heap, grassed over, at the 

lower left hand corner of the Public Toilets backyard. They would make a good cairn or rockery in some com-

munity landscaping. 

It was reported in August, 1965 that Mr A Peters, Mr Hugh Jacobs and Mr Bob McAllan restored the fence 

around the grave of Mrs Gowling, a pioneer of the District who was the first white person buried in Mt. Com-

pass. Mrs Blanche Jacobs planted a pittosporum tree at the gravesite on the 17th August, 1965. This is on Sec-

tion 323, now owned by Ken Miller and his sons. 

There were 200 present at the 20th Birthday meeting in 1969. There must have been a wet tea towel problem 

of some magnitude, because within two months the Branch had installed an electric clothes drying cabinet in 

the kitchen! 

The Branch's first Life Membership was bestowed 

on Mrs Hugh Jacobs (Blanche) on 11th August 

1970. Subsequently, Mrs Arch Peters (Hettie) re-

ceived hers in 1972 and Mrs Elsie Ekers in 1974. 

Several other members have citations in the Book 

of Honor: Mrs Tonkin, Mrs Martin, Mrs Wilson 

and Mrs Dibben. 

 

This CWA plaque was transferred across to the 

new bus shelter, also built by Max Williams.  

 

Blanche Jacobs (2nd from left) being awarded a CWA 

Life Membership during a presentation on the hall stage.   
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Donations for the Hall and surrounding amenities continued to be made:  

            1970-  $50 to build a dressing room on to the Hall 

            1971-  $50 towards paving the Hall carpark   

            1975-  $50 towards Hall Refrigerator 

            1976-  $100 offered to District Council to help restore cemetery building. 

So the Mt Compass Branch lived practically their creed to Honor God, be Loyal to the Throne and served 

Country women, through them, for them and by them. 

                          This condensed history was written by Dorothy Jacobs in 1989 for the CWA’s 40th anniversary  

           Three websites that may be of interest to those who want to discover a few more heritage sites. 

 

Dept For Environment & Water website - 1985 Heritage Survey—The first two items: The Roadman’s House & 

Nangkita Drain Waterfall are from this area.      

https://data.environment.sa.gov.au/content/heritage-surveys/fleurieu-peninsula-survey-dc-pt-elliot-and-

goolwa-1985.pdf                                                                                                                                                         
 

Other heritage surveys from all around the state can be found here: 

https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/heritage/sa-heritage-register/listing-a-heritage-place/

Heritage_surveys  

Plus Meadows Heritage Survey 1983—Stone’s Ruin—Stones Ford Road (pages 248 & 249)                               

https://data.environment.sa.gov.au/Content/heritage-surveys/2-Meadows-Heritage-1983.pdf   

The above plan is from the 1893 Surveyor’s Field Book and shows the Roadman’s cottage with its outbuildings. The Road-

man’s garden is clearly marked on here and was originally on land leased by the Gardner family. (Some of the writing is unfor-

tunately upside down, if you are struggling to read it.) Those with a good eye for detail may notice that this Surveyor was Mr E 

C Playford, an uncle of the future Premier who opened our 1958 Memorial Hall, Sir Thomas Playford.     
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The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial  

Community Centre Inc. 

 

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required 

or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below. 

 

Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to 

the Archives please give me a call or send an email.                                                      

                                                       Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)   

Below: This survey map from 1893 shows the area which was to become the Mt Compass township, in the days 

when there were very few residents in this district. The Roadman’s Cottage is marked in the yellow square on sec-

tion 320. The black shapes inside this square mark the now demolished house, sheds & stables. Across from this 

house is an area marked as ‘garden’. This is possibly the area that George Waye started his first garden on the Gard-

ner Brother’s swamp land. 

Wright’s Garden can clearly be seen just above the word ’Main’ on the Victor Harbor Road. A shed & pigsty is 

recorded on this site and the garden fencing was a “post and 5 wire fence.” 

The Gardner’s “woolshed and yards” showing on the lower right hand side became the centre of our future shop-

ping area. The original path Nangkita Road took can be seen on this map, with the Main Road intersection being 

close to the woolshed.  

This surveyed plan was progressively added to as developments occurred such as the first land owned by what is 

now the Community Centre. This is the pink square across from the woolshed and is the site of our War Memorial 

Hall. 

It is interesting to read the descriptions entered for the types of vegetation that still covered the ground at this time. 

 

*Some of the notations on this Archive map were added during the collecting of information for the 1980s “Chasing 

Rainbows in the Rain” History book.  


